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!

Views of the French and the Uses of
Anti-Catholicism in Early America

Thomas S. Kidd

Historians today know a great deal more about the history of the book in
the Atlantic world than they did twenty years ago, particularly with the
publication of the Wrst volume of the American Antiquarian Society’s magisterial History of the Book in America series, The Colonial Book in the
Atlantic World. Although our knowledge has increased dramatically, the
eighteenth-century book The French Convert still languishes in almost total
obscurity. This widely reprinted chapbook, which eventually ran in more
than forty editions in Britain and America, has received scant attention
from historians, perhaps partly because of difWculties in assigning it authorship, date, or even initial location of publication. But these qualities make
The French Convert signiWcant and interesting, even beyond its obvious
attractions as a largely forgotten colonial best-seller. A book like The French
Convert is not text alone but an unpredictable interplay among authors,
readers, and printers/publishers. Though textual analysis has a place in
book history, it alone does not sufWce to explain the historical uses of a
book.1 Thus both this book’s text and the history of its many printings
reveal important trends in Anglo-American print domains and consumer
interests during the eighteenth century.2 This article offers a case study of
The French Convert and its career in print in order to consider two larger
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topics of interest: the changing but enduring inXuence of anti-Catholicism
in early American culture, and the ways in which American views of the
French conditioned The French Convert’s uses.3
The French Convert told the story of the French noblewoman Deidamia’s
conversion from Catholicism to Protestantism, and its anti-Catholic tropes
proved an excellent complement to the growing hostility among Britons
toward French Catholicism, Wrst during the early eighteenth century and
then later during the era of the American and French Revolutions. Protestantism had been implicitly anti-Catholic since the Reformation, but British
anti-Catholicism became much sharper beginning in 1689, with the coming
of the imperial wars between Catholic France and Protestant Britain. The
deposal of the Catholic king James II by William of Orange had secured
Britain’s ofWcial commitment to Protestantism, which in turn had set the
stage for a generation of world war between the nascent French and British
empires. These were not simply wars for political or mercantile hegemony,
but the Protestant and Catholic powers saw the fate of world Christianity
hanging in their balance. On both sides, the print trades helped create and
service an apocalyptic hostility between them with hosts of anti-Catholic
tracts, sermons, and stories such as The French Convert.4 Later, in the 1770s
and ’80s, the French alliance with American revolutionaries no doubt complicated Anglo-American anti-Catholicism, but nonetheless many remained
culturally anti-Catholic and rejoiced to see the French throw off the shackles of “priestcraft” in the French Revolution. Many Americans saw Catholicism as the inveterate enemy of republicanism and liberty, which helps
explain the resurgent popularity of The French Convert in the 1790s.
Understanding the historical context and various uses of anti-Catholicism
in early America goes a long way toward explaining the enduring popularity of Deidamia’s story.
Though The French Convert underwent some revisions during its two
hundred years of printing history, the basic narrative remained the same: it
told the story of the noble French woman Deidamia, “a Young Lady of
Quality . . . , whose Beauty and Vertue were equally attractive.” Beautiful,
intelligent, and chaste, Deidamia was lacking in only one respect: knowledge of the true religion.5 In fact, though anti-Catholic literature did not lack
for misogynist tropes, Deidamia represented the French woman as innocent heroine, waiting only to be liberated from the clutches of priestcraft.6
Deidamia learns about Protestantism from her Huguenot gardener,
Bernard. Her husband is away in the military, and while one might expect
an absent husband and a present gardener to lead to more salacious
activities, Bernard remains utterly innocent: he is the vehicle of Protestant
doctrine and little more. This contrasts sharply with the role played by
the book’s Franciscan priest, Antonio, who burns “with Lustful desires to
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enjoy the tender Beauties of the fair Deidamia” (34). Antonio Wlls the
stereotype of the lecherous, conniving predator, a role priests often played
in English anti-Catholic literature and would continue to play in American nativist anti-Catholicism. As the popular British anti-Catholic tract A
Protestant’s Resolution (printed in Boston, 1746) put it, “the Popish doctrine forbidding [priests] to marry, is a devilish and wicked Doctrine . . . it
leads to much Leudness and Villany, as Fornication, Adultery, Incest,
Sodomy, Murder, &c. Because this Doctrine is a Badge of Antichrist.”7 In
the Protestant stereotype, priests like Antonio used their clerical authority
to prey sexually on innocents like Deidamia. This standard anticlerical
characterization represents an earlier version of the “seducer motif” that
became central to the moral lessons of early American novels such as
Charles Brockden Brown’s Wieland (1798) and Susanna Rowson’s Charlotte Temple (1791).8
Ignorant of Antonio’s predatory designs (or similar ones by her household steward, Fronovius), Deidamia sets out on the path to Protestantism
after she overhears Bernard reading from the book of Romans and praying.
He thanks God that he has been saved from the “Ignorance and Superstition” that holds much of Europe in its sway. Deidamia listens with interest, but her yet-strong “Zeal for the Romish Religion” leads her to rebuke
Bernard for disparaging Catholicism. Bernard replies that he does not
fear exposure and tells her that the Church forbids reading Scripture only
because the Bible would expose “their Worldly Interest, plainly discovering their Errors, gross Idolatries.” She rebukes him again but retires, contemplating what he has said (17–20).
On their next meeting, Deidamia begins to question Bernard about his
religion, and here the book moves into what amounts to a Protestant catechism against Catholicism. Anglo-American Protestants had ready access
to these sorts of catechisms in many forms: the Westminster Confession
of Faith, the standard confession used by British dissenters, identiWed the
Pope as the Antichrist, for instance. But the American colonists also had
access to anti-Catholic texts such as A Protestant’s Resolution, mentioned
above, and Cotton Mather’s The Fall of Babylon. A Short and Plain Catechism which Detects & Confutes the Principles of Popery (Boston, 1707).
When Deidamia asks Bernard what he considers the foundation of his
religion, he responds that Scripture alone “can Warrant the Truth of any
Profession.” The Catholic Church, by contrast, teaches that the laity should
have no access to the Scriptures and should heed only the hierarchy’s testimony as to God’s truth. He argues that this has led the Church into all
manner of errors and heresies, including “Divine Adoration” of angels
and saints and the doctrines of transubstantiation and purgatory. Bernard
convinces her of the hypocrisy of the Catholic Church and “the Cheat of
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pretended Miracles, and Relicks, the imposing on People with Pardons and
Indulgences to get Money; the Whoredoms, Murthers and Incests of many
Popes, Cardinals and Prelates of the Romish Church; their Unreasonableness in prohibiting Priests Marriage, which is immediately appointed by
God, and the allowing them by Canons and Decrees the Embraces of Concubines, or to commit adultery” (22, 30).
After Bernard leaves, the priest Antonio arrives, right on cue, and tries to
seduce Deidamia. She promptly throws Antonio out of her house, convinced
now that Bernard is correct in his evaluation of priests (30–32). In the classic Protestant liberatory trope, Deidamia secures her own French Bible and
begins to read it with Bernard’s assistance.9 Protestant treatises against
Catholicism routinely argued that plain study of the Scriptures would
always reveal the truth. As Cotton Mather wrote in The Fall of Babylon,
“by the Judgment of the Sacred Scripture only (not by any Man, or Church
pretending to Infallibility) must all Doubts in Religion be determined.”10
Antonio continues to spy on Deidamia, hoping to catch her in an affair
with Bernard, but instead he overhears her praying, thanking God that he
has delivered her from “those Antichristian Errors wherein I have lived
since my Child-hood.” Antonio is delighted, thinking that he can use her
conversion to coerce her into submitting to his lustful designs. Deidamia
still refuses to give in, however (40–41). Antonio reveals to Deidamia’s
horriWed parents that she has become a Protestant and proposes that she
be detained in a nunnery. The steward Fronovius and Antonio then arrange
for two criminals to kidnap Deidamia, but the kidnappers decide to rape
and murder her instead. “Heaven interposed,” however, and when the two
rapists begin to Wght over who will go Wrst, one is killed and the other
wounded, giving Deidamia her chance to run away (53–54). Deidamia is
saved by a generous Huguenot couple and convinces her returning husband
to convert as well. Fronovius is hanged for raping a woman, and Antonio
falls “Distracted” with guilt, being sure that he will be damned to hell for
what he has done. He eventually commits suicide by bashing his head
against a wall (79). Here, as in other early American novels that employ the
seducer motif, the predators fall prey to the consequences of their own sin.11
To further connect the account of Deidamia to the real-life sufferings
of French Huguenots, printers of The French Convert often appended “A
Brief Account of the Present Persecution of the French Protestants.” In the
colonies and in New England particularly, the news was regularly Wlled
with updates on the condition of these fellow Protestants, from the 1685
revocation of the Edict of Nantes onward. After Boston’s John Campbell
inaugurated domestic newspaper publishing with the Boston News-Letter
in 1704, the Huguenots’ troubles were standard fare in his publication.
In 1704, for instance, Campbell printed a letter from a Huguenot leader
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reporting a victory against the royal army and demanding that “the Protestant Religion should be re-established in Languedoc, and that those who
are in the Galleys or in Prison for that Religion, should be set at Liberty.”
The writer thought the Camisards’ defeat of the Royalists was providential, noting that they lost few men in the latest battle because “God
fought for us; He overthrew our Enemies with all their Devilish Devices.”12
Colonial ministers also regularly reminded their congregants of the fate
of the Huguenots. The Wctional account of Deidamia, along with the details
of the persecution, helped meet an ongoing demand for such information.13 The “Brief Account” appended to The French Convert attributed
the Huguenots’ troubles to “the restless Malice of the Great Enemy of
Mankind against the Church of God,” and noted that no other Protestant
group in Europe had suffered more at the hands of “Blood thirsty Papists”
(80). The account described how some were thrown in the galleys, while
others were put in “nasty Dungeons and Holes, full of Mire and Dirt.”
Despite their terrible circumstances, these courageous Protestants “glorify’d GOD in their Sufferings,” making them a heroic example to the world
Protestant movement (81–82).
To portray the book as directly produced by the courageous French
Protestants, The French Convert’s publishers always advertised it as having been penned by a French Protestant pastor, one A. D’Auborn, and it
was probably Wrst published in London in 1696. Scholars have doubted
both points, and have speculated that an English or even a colonial American writer might have written it. It is not clear whether D’Auborn was a
real person or an invented pseudonym. Furthermore, though always listed
as having been published originally by London’s John Gwillim, some have
argued that the appearance and construction of the earliest version available hints at a Boston manufacture and publication.14 In any case, there can
be no doubt as to The French Convert’s popularity and its distinguished
publication record. It almost certainly was printed in Boston as early as
1708, and it became noted New York printer John Peter Zenger’s Wrst independently printed book in 1725. By 1897 it had gone through at least
twenty-one American and twenty-Wve British editions.15 We know then a
good deal not only about the text of The French Convert but also the locations and years of printing, and from these we may ascertain some of the
text’s uses. As is often the case, we know little about what readers thought
of the book, but the printing record sufWces to show that The French Convert played on pervasive anti-Catholic sensibilities to entertain readers not
only in metropolitan London and provincial Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, but in outlying towns such as Walpole, New Hampshire,16 and
even Buffalo, New York, where it seems to have become the Wrst locally
printed book in 1812. A survey of the book’s printing record will help us
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understand the local conditions under which the book became popular, and
will also help introduce us to colonial and Atlantic print domains in which
authorship was often indeterminate and in which local printers responded
to changing interests to sell their wares.17
The French Convert’s publishing history lies in the interstices between
premodern and modern publishing practices, and this is particularly evident from the author “D’Auborn,” who appears to exist only within the
book itself. One can see here a striking example of the lack of emphasis on
authorial rights and proWts under the premodern patronage system, especially if one assumes that the author of the book was English and took
no proWts whatsoever from the many American editions. In fact, the standard presentation of the book (as seen in the earliest edition, ostensibly
1696) subordinates “D’Auborn’s” role in the production of the book to the
bookseller’s and reader’s roles. Gwillim (if he was the original publisher)
constructed a narrative to explain his own reception of the text, which he
claimed to have received from one “R. D.,” who received it from D’Auborn.
R. D. wrote to Gwillim that he was looking for an English bookseller of
integrity to take control of the manuscript, not knowing whether he should
just circulate the manuscript or actually print it. He suspected that putting
it in print would be “most for God’s Glory,” and he assured Gwillim that
D’Auborn’s account was reliable.
This explanation of source and authorship lends an air of providence to
the text, a sense that God had ordained its emergence in the print market,
obscuring the proWt motive of the bookseller, whether he was Gwillim or
one of the many British and American peddlers who sold editions of it.
The book’s producers downplayed the author function to add divine sanction to the story and allow the author-to-printer transmission to seem only
a continuation of the purposes God had for the narrative. Books could
gain credibility not only through their antiquity or the credibility of the
author but through the appearance of divine agency in bringing them to
print, so that the market fades from view and God’s hand comes to the
fore, sanctifying the transmission of the narrative into print and then into
the bookstores and peddlers’ hands.18
Whether or not readers believed that The French Convert was a “true”
story, as it asserted, the book clearly served in the colonies and early republic not only to entertain but also to conWrm existing impressions about the
heroic Huguenots, lecherous Catholic priests, and damnable French Catholics. Combining these types with an adventure story featuring treachery,
lust, and Protestant heroism made The French Convert a great marketing
success throughout the British Atlantic world.
Beginning in the 1680s, American readers learned how Catholic France
had begun vicious persecution of the Huguenots, quartering dragoons in
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Figure 1. Title page of The French Convert (London, 1746), by
permission of Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center,
University of Texas at Austin.
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Protestant homes and trying to force conversions to Catholicism. Eventually Louis XIV’s anti-Protestant crusade culminated in the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes, a 1598 decree that had protected the rights of religious
dissenters. French Protestantism, already desperately weakened by persecution, almost completely collapsed after 1685. Beginning in 1695, however,
war began between the holdout Camisards and the French government
forces, who were trying to stamp out Protestant resistance once and for
all, and this resistance movement proved highly interesting to American
observers. The dissenters of New England, who considered themselves in
common cause with the persecuted Protestants of Europe, watched with
particular interest. Reverend Nicholas Noyes of Salem argued in his 1698
election sermon that “It were InWdelity to conclude that God hath done
with the Protestant People, and his Witnesses in Germany, Bohemia, Hungarra, France, the Valleys of the Piedmont; and many other places in
Europe: where for his Name and Gospel sake they have been Killed all
the day long.”19 The prospect of a French Protestant remnant held considerable attraction, representing persecuted martyrs of the world Protestant
cause.20 Surely not coincidentally, the Wrst edition of The French Convert
probably appeared in London in 1696, and the Wrst American edition
appeared in 1708.
Reports from France concerning the Camisard revolt and the Huguenot
persecutions were regular fare in Campbell’s Boston News-Letter. As
prospects for French Protestants looked increasingly bleak and increasing
numbers Xed France, New Englanders also followed accounts of their
movements in London and America, including New England.21 Colonial
pastors regularly called for prayer and sympathy for the Huguenots, warning the people that they could easily become the next victims should the
French succeed in their North American ambitions. John Danforth, pastor
at Dorchester, Massachusetts, told his congregation and reading audience
in 1716 to thank God they had not yet met the fate of the French Protestants, that “Our ministers are not Banished, nor our Children (excepting
a few in Captivity) forced from us, and brought up in Soul-Destroying
Popery; Nor our Assemblies broken up, nor Dragoons let in upon us, to
Torture us a thousand ways, to Compel us to Blaspheme & Abjure our
Holy Religion. . . . Do we Escape the Woful Day, because of our Godliness
and Righteousness, that is greater than theirs? No verily.”22
New Englanders and New Yorkers also had Wrsthand experience with
Huguenots for a generation after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,
as thousands made their way to Boston, New York, and smaller settlements
such as Oxford, Massachusetts. Many Bostonians appreciated the beneWcence of Huguenots in Massachusetts such as Andrew and Peter Faneuil.23
The French Protestant pastor Andrew Le Mercier became a Wgure of some
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considerable inXuence in Boston and led the French church there until its
dissolution in 1748.24 As Jon Butler has noted, however, the Huguenots’
numbers in America were overall not very large and their communities
quickly assimilated religiously and ethnically. But the image of the persecuted French Protestant remained powerful enough to help sustain printings of The French Convert through the mid-eighteenth century.
A survey of the printing record of the chapbook also reminds us, however, that local printers’ marketing decisions are often the key element in
the survival of a book, much more so than authorial credit or reliability.
The story of the uses of The French Convert also shows the nuances of a
book’s “Wxity” in the colonial context: although the narrative and packaging were essentially the same from place to place, interest in the book
changed from a fascination with French Huguenots to an anti-Catholic
celebration of the French Revolution. Following its publishing record is
like following a map of the progress of print markets in the colonies and
early republic, as the “village Enlightenment” not only made outlying
townspeople more conversant with the produced knowledge of the Atlantic
world, but made them cosmopolitan consumers of, among other things,
books sold by the peddlers and publishers representing that broader market.25 And so it was that residents in Hudson, New York, or Amherst, New
Hampshire, could buy or hear Deidamia’s enduring story.
The Wrst known publisher of The French Convert in the American
colonies was Boston’s John Phillips, who was also a major publisher of
Cotton Mather’s and Benjamin Colman’s works and therefore a promoter
of two of Boston’s leading pastors and advocates of Protestant internationalism. Phillips’s printing of The French Convert in 1725 fed the existing
interest in Boston concerning the French Huguenots.26 Likewise, Boston
bookbinder and dealer Thomas Rand arranged for the proliWc printers
Daniel Fowle and Gamaliel Rogers to print a 1744 edition, supplying the
same market that bought titles by Jonathan Edwards, Benjamin Colman,
and George WhiteWeld, leading evangelicals and internationalists in the
1730s and 1740s. It is not clear from this catalogue of imprints that Rogers
and Fowle themselves were evangelicals; they also printed works by opponents of the religious awakenings such as Charles Chauncy. But The French
Convert Wt well into their strategy of making proWts from the evangelical
book and pamphlet trade.27
Later, The French Convert seems to have been published to serve new
markets and interests. It was sometimes paired with various accounts of
the persecution of not only French but also Scots-Irish Protestants, or with
other religious pieces. In 1758 the “12th edition” of The French Convert
came from Philadelphia publisher William Dunlap. Dunlap, an Anglican
from Ulster who had married Benjamin Franklin’s wife’s niece, took over
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for Franklin as Philadelphia’s postmaster and a bookseller when Franklin
departed for England in 1757.28 His edition of The French Convert came
at the height of the Seven Years’ War in North America, which saw France,
Britain, and their respective Native American allies Wght for imperial domination of North America. The fall of Quebec, the key moment of the
North American theater of the war, came in 1759 and led to new heights
of American anti-Catholicism. Timothy Green Jr. also published an edition
in the same environment of anti–French-Catholic sentiment in New London,
Connecticut, in 1762, and Zechariah Fowle, brother of Daniel and patron
of Isaiah Thomas, printed an edition even in the postwar depression of 1766.
After the Seven Years’ War, The French Convert declined in popularity
but then reemerged in the 1790s as a response to the French Revolution.
Colonists, and particularly New Englanders, had taken various paths of
justifying that which previously would have been unthinkable: the French
alliance during the Revolution. Anti-Catholicism waned in some circles,
while others explained that the spirit of Antichrist could live even in British
Protestants, especially in those who sought to destroy the liberty of the
American colonists. Some argued that God could deliver the colonists even
through the agency of an evil state such as France, just as God had used
Cyrus to deliver Israel from the Babylonians. Still others explained that
France was no longer all that Catholic anyway, and that association with
the Protestant colonists might help bring about the downfall of the rotten
ediWce of French Catholicism, making France open Wnally to the spread
of the true gospel.29 In any case, hostility to French Catholicism persisted
and was transformed into a strain that celebrated the anticlericalism of the
French Revolution. And, as Gary Nash has shown, the American clergy
and the presses that gave them public voice were nearly unanimous in their
celebration of the Revolution as the destroyer of French popery. This sentiment would persist until 1795, when fears of Deism, French corruption,
and social chaos began to turn many clerics toward a Federalist critique
of the Revolution’s excesses.30 The early enthusiasm for the Revolution also
proved welcoming to The French Convert, which went through at least
nine new printings in three years between 1793 and 1795.
Samuel Hall, who specialized in sermons, catechisms, chapbooks, and
children’s literature, and published the Wrst Boston edition of Samuel
Richardson’s Clarissa (1795), also sold The French Convert in 1793, with
another edition following in 1794. Hall had earlier supplied interest in
French culture by publishing the weekly Courier de Boston for J. Nancrede,
who taught French at Harvard, evidence of the growing print market for
things French.31 New York also saw editions in 1793 and 1795, while the
third Timothy Green of the New London printing family brought out
another edition for that port town in 1794.
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Most striking, however, in this spate of new editions were those coming
to inland towns and villages that could support printing presses only after
the revolutionary diaspora. Haverhill, Massachusetts, Exeter, New Hampshire, Amherst, New Hampshire, and Hudson, New York, all saw editions
between 1794 and 1796. Isaiah Thomas arranged for a Walpole, New
Hampshire, edition in 1794 as well. New Haven and Hartford, Connecticut, BrookWeld, Massachusetts, and Catskill, New York, all produced editions in 1798.32 These revealed the trend toward local “country printing”
along the rivers and thoroughfares connecting the interior towns to the large
port cities and the broader Atlantic world beyond. The country printers
facilitated the transformation of the northwestern Revolutionary frontiers
into signiWcantly commercialized regions with newly integrated communication networks.33 The development of local markets for printed goods
more fully integrated these towns with the Atlantic trade systems, which
in the early republic increasingly siphoned through the large national
publishing houses of Boston and New York. But in the transition period
between the Revolution and the rise of the large-scale publishing house,
agents and peddlers like Isaiah Thomas brought the outlying towns into the
print market by selling imprints of The French Convert and similar texts.34
It is instructive to compare this reemergence of The French Convert
with the simultaneous popularity of James Bicheno’s two-part Signs of the
Times; or, The Overthrow of the Papal Tyranny in France, the Prelude of
Destruction to Popery and Despotism; but of Peace to Mankind. Susan
Juster has described Bicheno as a “republican prophet” in England and
a defender of the French and American Revolutions. He and other more
radical writers, such as Richard Brothers, gained circulation in the 1790s
in America among many of the same peddlers and readers who bought
The French Convert, a market anticipating the divinely ordained destruction of priestcraft. Providence, Rhode Island, saw Bicheno’s Wrst American
edition in 1794, while Hudson and Catskill, New York, among others, saw
printings of the Wrst volume in 1795, and Philadelphia received another run
of the book in 1797.35 Bicheno’s popularity lay in his interpretation of
prophecy in simple, accessible language, and he believed that reason made
prophecy clear to his wide audience. In fact, he believed, a reasonable
and simple approach to prophecy would destroy the hold of priestcraft.36
The literary climate in Britain and America in the 1790s, inclined to see in
the French Revolution the destruction of popery by reason, could also Wnd
literary heroes for that cause in Deidamia and especially in Bernard, the
simple Bible-reading gardener.
The French Convert did not disappear in the nineteenth century, either,
as editions came out in New York and New Hampshire in the 1830s. In
1863 Harper’s New Monthly Magazine printed a book inventory from a
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newly discovered pastor’s will of 1711 in the Connecticut valley. The editors used the occasion to lament the Puritans’ reading habits and to wonder
at how the dour Puritan of the early eighteenth century became the enlightened New Englander of the mid-nineteenth. In the inventory, among fortyone other books that were almost exclusively theological, was The French
Convert. “The Puritan was an uncharitable Christian,” the editor noted,
who “would have burnt a Romish priest with the same solemn zest that
he hung a Quaker.”37 Colonial hostility toward French Catholicism, born
of centuries of conXict between Protestant and Catholic but newly energized by the imperial wars of the eighteenth century, found its most widespread literary expression in The French Convert. The publishing history
of this book demonstrates that increasing engagement with the book in the
Atlantic world also generated increasing interest in the ongoing world
contest for the fate of Christianity. Among the issues of greatest interest in
this battle was the question of religion in France. If Protestantism could
win out there, as it did, in microcosm, with Deidamia’s conversion, then
the greatest military power behind the Roman Church would fall, and, ultimately, Protestantism would win the war for Christianity in Europe and
the world, a victory with millennial implications.
In the late eighteenth century, this global conXict was transformed into
a war between reason and tradition, liberty and slavery, democracy and
monarchy. This does not necessarily mean, however, that for the new
American democrats the matter had become “secular.” In the revolutionary climate of the late eighteenth century, The French Convert served a
reading public interested in the liberating effects of the French and American Revolutions. Many Americans believed that the destruction of corrupt
priestcraft of the sort represented by Antonio, and the empowerment of the
people, Wgured in the simple Protestant gardener Bernard, were crucial to
the success of the American and French Revolutions. For those inXuenced
by both Jeffersonian democracy and evangelicalism, The French Convert
may have served to narrate the impulse that the revolutions unleashed: a
great and perhaps apocalyptic Xood of liberty, democracy, and Protestant
freedom.38
Neither sacred nor secular, fact nor Wction, The French Convert and
its career tell us a great deal about the categories of literature that might
become best-sellers in early America. How did this book function in the
print market? We can draw several conclusions: Wrst, it was clearly meant
to entertain, and its narrative of heroic Christian womanhood against
Romish licentiousness and treachery met this demand well. Second, it was
meant to edify, in the tradition of Foxe’s Book of Martyrs, as the story
reinforced Protestant ideology and assured readers that with a fair hearing
Protestantism would win over Catholicism. Finally, The French Convert
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helped personalize the ongoing struggle between Protestant and Catholic
powers as seen in the wars from 1689 to 1763. Later it helped Wx the
issues at stake in the American and French Revolutions, which were often
couched as wars against priestcraft and, in the case of the French, against
Romanism speciWcally.
That this book’s uses were so pliable and instructive makes its current
obscurity all the more undeserved. The French Convert was uniquely suited
to take advantage of the developing print market of eighteenth-century
America, which was becoming more integrated with Atlantic world trade
systems. This trade increasingly demanded tales of adventure and virtue,
which helped Britons and Americans categorize the ongoing violence
and ideological conXict between them and the French empire, or between
them and the enemies of democracy. Despite the changing views of the
French and the uses of anti-Catholicism, the story of Bernard and Deidamia
persisted in popularity, revealing again how books cannot be taken out of
context but must be understood as they are written, produced, sold, and
read in ever-shifting print domains.
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